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We consider the harmonic-superspace formalism in the N = 4 supersymmetry using the
SU(4)/SU(2)×SU(2)×U(1) harmonics which was earlier applied to the abelian gauge theory.
The N = 4 non-abelian constraints in a standard superspace are reformulated as the harmonic-
superspace equations for two basic analytic superfields: the independent superfield strength
W of a dimension 1 and the dimensionless harmonic gauge 4-prepotential V having the U(1)
charge 2. These constraint equations I manifestly depend on the Grassmann coordinates θ,
although they are covariant under the unusual N = 4 supersymmetry transformations. We
analyze an alternative harmonic formalism of the supergauge theory for two unconstrained
nonabelian analytic superfieldsW and V . The gauge-invariant action A(W,V ) in this formalism
contains θ factors in each term, it is invariant under the SU(4) automorphism group. In this
model, the interaction of two infinite-dimensional N = 4 supermultiplets with the physical and
auxiliary fields arises at the level of component fields. The action A(W,V ) generate analytic
equations of motion II alternative to the harmonic-superspace superfield constraints I. Both
sets of equations give us the equivalent equations for the physical component fields of the
N = 4 gauge supermultiplet, they connect auxiliary and physical fields of two superfields. The
nonlinear effective interaction of the abelian harmonic superfield W is constructed.
Keywords: Harmonic superspace, extended supersymmetry, Yang-Mills theory
1 Introduction
The superfield constraints for the N = 3, 4, D = 4 gauge theories were considered in the
corresponding superspaces with the coordinates xm, θαk , θ¯
kα˙ [1], where k describes spinor rep-
resentations of the SU(3) or SU(4) automorphism groups of these supersymmetries. It was
shown that the constraints for superfield strengths yield the equations of motion.
We use the harmonic superspace (HS) approach to the supersymmetric gauge theory and
supergravity described in the book [2]. The important achievement of this approach is the
off-shell superfield formalism of the N = 3 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory using three
conjugated pairs of the SU(3) harmonics u1i , u
2
i , u
3
i and u
i
1, u
i
2, u
i
3 describing the coset
SU(3)/U(1) × U(1)[3]. The basic Grassmann-analytic gauge superfields of this formalism
V 12 , V
2
3 , V
1
3 contain an infinite number of the component off-shell fields. The Chern-Simons-
type action in the N = 3 harmonic superspace corresponds to the zero-curvature equations of
motion for the superfield strengths. The HS transform in this theory connects equations of
motion in the harmonic superspace with the superfield constraints in the ordinary N = 3 su-
perspace. The further development of the N = 3 theory was considered in [4]-[8]. The classical
equations of motion of the N = 3 gauge theory possess the N = 4 supersymmetry [7], however,
it is not preserved off-shell.
The harmonic superspaces for the N = 4 supersymmetry were studied in many papers [9]-
[19]. The paper [10] describes the twistor-harmonic superspace based on the bosonic spinor
harmonics of the Lorentz group by analogy with the twistor integrability conditions for N ≥ 3
Yang-Mills theory [11]. It is not clear how to connect this nonstandard superfield descrip-
tion with the off-shell field interactions in the ordinary Minkowski space. As a rule, different
harmonic superfield constructions are used for the description of the short abelian N = 4 su-
permultiplet on the mass shell [12, 13, 14, 15]. The harmonic superspace of ref.[17] uses the
USp(4) harmonics which do not guarantee the manifest SU(4) symmetry. Constrained short
superfields of different harmonic formalisms are used in [18] for a description of effective non-
linear interactions. The action of the N = 4 supersymmetric theory with central charges in the
harmonic USp(4) formalism was expressed via the constrained superfield strength [19].
The coset space U8 = SU(4)/H, H = SU(2)× SU(2)×U(1) and corresponding harmonic
coordinates u+ak , u
−aˆ
k are described in Appendix A. We consider in detail the SU(4) invariant
harmonic derivatives and irreducible harmonic combinations in U8 having indices of the SU(4)
and H groups. The Appendix B is devoted to the analysis of the U8 harmonic analytic super-
spaceH(4+8|8). We analyze conjugation rules for harmonics, spinor coordinates, harmonic and
spinor derivatives and study the superconformal transformations in the harmonic superspace.
The conventions and formulas from these appendices are widely used in the paper.
The harmonic superspace H(4 + 8|8) was applied in [12, 13, 14] to the description of the
abelian superfield strength W++ in the N = 4 gauge theory on the mass shell. We analyze
the non-abelian generalization of this construction in sect. 2. Our formalism includes the di-
mensionless analytic gauge V ++aaˆ -superfields (4-prepotential) and independent gauge covariant
superfield W++ of a dimension 1. The SU(4) self-duality condition for the superfield strength
is solved automatically in this harmonic formalism. We formulate the superfield constraints
I in the harmonic superspace. The solutions of these constraints connect W++ and V ++aaˆ su-
1
perfields, the corresponding gauge covariant equations depend manifestly on the Grassmann
coordinates. Nevertheless, these equations are covariant under the unusual N = 4 supersym-
metry transformations. Expanding the constraint equations I in terms of the field components
yields the known field equations of the N = 4 Yang-Mills theory, all auxiliary fields vanish or
are expressed via the physical fields.
In sect. 3, we consider the alternative harmonic superfield formalism of the nonabelian N =
4 gauge theory and construct the action A of independent unconstrained analytic superfields
W++ and V ++aaˆ which includes only first harmonic derivatives of the gauge superfields and is
invariant under the nonabelian gauge group and the automorphism group SU(4). The action
A is an integral on the analytic harmonic superspace, it manifestly depends on the Grassmann
coordinates θ and breaks the N = 4 supersymmetry. The equations of motion II of the A-model
are derived by varying of the action in the independent analytic superfields W++ and V ++aaˆ .
The superfield equations II are formally equivalent to some combinations of the superfield
constraints I from sect. 2 with nilpotent θ multipliers.
Component fields of the infinite-dimensional N = 4 supermultiplets W++ and V ++aaˆ arise in
the Grassmann and harmonic expansions of superfields. The component version of the action
A contains an infinite number of fields. The equations of motion of the A-model connect the
physical fields of the N = 4 gauge supermultiplet with some set of auxiliary fields, an infinite
number of additional auxiliary fields vanish on the mass shell. The N = 4 supersymmetry is
restored after the exclusion of auxiliary component fields, the corresponding equations for the
physical fields are covariant under the N = 4 supersymmetry.
Section 4 is devoted to the construction of the N = 4 supersymmetric nonlinear interactions
of the abelian superfield W++ by analogy with the N = 3 abelian effective self-interaction
[6]. We show that the auxiliary fields of the W++ superfield play an important role in the
construction of nonlinear effective interactions of the physical N = 4 fields which describe the
possible quantum corrections in this model.
In sect.5, we study the manifestly supersymmetric interaction S of the gauge prepotential
V ++aaˆ in the harmonic superspace and try to use S as the action of some gauge model. We find
inconsitencies in this S-model which contains interactions of the standard N = 4 gauge super-
multiplet with additional scalar, vector, tensor and spinor fields without necessary additional
gauge symmetries.
2 On-shell harmonic superfields in N = 4 gauge theory
2.1 N = 4 superfield constraints in the central basis
The superfield constraints of the N = 4 Yang–Mills theory are described by the following
equations [1]:
{∇kα,∇
j
β} = εαβW
kj , {∇¯kα˙, ∇¯jβ˙} = εα˙β˙W¯kj ,
{∇kα, ∇¯jβ˙} = −2iδ
k
j∇αβ˙ , (2.1)
2
where ∇ are the spinor and vector covariant derivatives in the the central basis (CB)
∇kα = D
k
α + A
k
α(z), ∇¯kα˙ = D¯kα˙ + A¯kα˙(z),
∇αα˙ = ∂αα˙ + Aαα˙(z) (2.2)
and the N = 4 spinor derivatives Dkα and D¯kα˙ are defined in appendix B. We use the superfield
strength W kj
W kj =
1
2
εβα(DkαA
j
β +D
j
βA
k
α + {A
k
α, A
j
β}) (2.3)
and the conjugated CB superfield strength W¯kj. The subsidiary SU(4) self-duality condition
has the form
W¯ij =
1
2
εijklW
kl. (2.4)
The CB gauge transformations use the anti-Hermitian superfield parameters C(z)
δAkα = −∇
k
αC, δA¯kα˙ = −∇¯kα˙C, δW
kl = [C,W kl]. (2.5)
The Bianchi identities of a dimension 3/2 yield the CB equations of motion for W ij [1]
2∇kγW
ij −∇iγW
jk −∇jγW
ki = 0,
∇¯kα˙W
ij +
1
3
δjk∇¯lα˙W
li −
1
3
δik∇¯lα˙W
lj = 0 (2.6)
and the conjugated equations for W¯kj .
2.2 Harmonic interpretation of non-abelian superfield constraints
We use the U8 harmonics u
+a
k , u
−aˆ
k , u¯
−k
a , u¯
+k
aˆ from Appendix A and consider harmonic projec-
tions of the N = 4 constraints (2.1)
{D+aα ,D
+b
β } =
1
2
εαβε
baW++ ,
{D¯+aˆα˙, D¯
+
bˆβ˙
} =
1
2
εα˙β˙εbˆaˆW¯
++ = −
1
2
εα˙β˙εbˆaˆ(W
++)† =
1
2
εα˙β˙εbˆaˆW
++ , (2.7)
{D+aα , D¯
+
aˆβ˙
} = 0 ,
where
D+aα = u
+a
k ∇
k
α = D
+a
α + A
+a
α ,
D¯+aˆα˙ = u¯
+k
aˆ ∇¯kα˙ = D¯
+
aˆα˙ + A¯
+
aˆα˙, (2.8)
W++ = εabu
+a
k u
+b
l W
kl, W¯++ = εaˆbˆu¯+kaˆ u¯
+l
bˆ
W¯kl. (2.9)
Using the harmonic properties (A.28) and (A.29) we connect the self-duality condition (2.4)
with the harmonic condition of anti-Hermicity
[(W++)AB]
∼ = −(W++)BA , A, B = 1, 2, . . . n. (2.10)
3
We analyze the superfield equations for the superfields A+aα , A¯
+
aˆα˙ andW
++ using additional
harmonic equations
[∂++aaˆ ,D
+b
α ] = 0, [∂
++a
aˆ , D¯
+
bˆα˙
] = 0, [∂++aaˆ , ∂
++b
bˆ
] = 0,
∂++aaˆ W
++ = 0, ∂++aaˆ W¯
++ = 0, (2.11)
D+aα W
++ = D¯+aˆα˙W
++ (2.12)
which are evident in the central basis.
The harmonizedN = 4 constraints (2.7) have more complicated form than the corresponding
Grassmann integrability conditions in the N = 3 gauge harmonic-superspace theory [2, 3] which
do not include superfield strengths
u1iu
1
j{∇
i
α,∇
j
β} = 0 , u
i
3u
j
3{∇¯iα˙, ∇¯jβ˙} = 0 , u
1
ku
j
3{∇
k
α, ∇¯jβ˙} = 0. (2.13)
The AB spinor derivatives D+aα , D¯
+
aˆα˙ and the harmonic derivative D
++a
aˆ of the analytic basis
are defined in Appendix B. In the non-abelian theory, we define the Hermitian analytic gauge
4-prepotential
(V ++a
bˆ
)BA = [(V
++b
aˆ )
A
B]
∼, D+cα V
++a
bˆ
= D¯+cˆα˙V
++a
bˆ
= 0 (2.14)
in the adjoint representation of the gauge group SU(n)
δλV
++a
bˆ
= −D++a
bˆ
λ+ [λ, V ++a
bˆ
] (2.15)
where λBA are the analytical superfield gauge parameters
λBA = −(λ
A
B)
∼. (2.16)
The pure analytic harmonic covariant derivative is defined off mass shell
D++a
bˆ
= D++a
bˆ
+ V ++a
bˆ
. (2.17)
The commutator of pure analytic covariant harmonic derivatives
[D++aaˆ ,D
++b
bˆ
] =
1
2
F (+4)abεaˆbˆ +
1
2
Fˆ
(+4)
aˆbˆ
εba, (2.18)
is expressed via two dimensionless analytic gauge covariant superfields
Fˆ
(+4)
aˆbˆ
= εab(D
++a
aˆ V
++b
bˆ
−D++b
bˆ
V ++aaˆ + [V
++a
aˆ , V
++b
bˆ
]) = Fˆ
(+4)
bˆaˆ
,
F (+4)ab = εbˆaˆ(D++aaˆ V
++b
bˆ
−D++b
bˆ
V ++aaˆ + [V
++a
aˆ , V
++b
bˆ
]) = −(Fˆ
(+4)
aˆbˆ
)†, (2.19)
(D++aaˆ V
++b
bˆ
)† = −D++aaˆ V
++b
bˆ
.
We consider the HS transform from the central basis to the analytic basis
D+aα = e
−v∇+aα e
v, D¯+aˆα˙ = e
−v∇¯+aˆα˙e
v, W++ = e−vW++ev, (2.20)
4
where v(z, u) is an anti-Hermitian superfield matrix on the mass shell, and W++ is a harmonic
superfield in AB. We use the N = 4 noncovariant on-shell representation of the spinor covariant
derivatives in the analytic basis
∇+aα = D
+a
α −
1
4
θ−aα W
++, ∇¯+aˆα˙ = D¯
+
aˆα˙ +
1
4
θ¯−aˆα˙W
++ = (∇+aα )
† (2.21)
where W++ is an independent analytic anti-Hermitian covariant superfield
δλW
++ = [λ,W++], (W++)† = −W++. (2.22)
By analogy with the CB constraints (2.7), these spinor AB covariant derivatives satisfy the
constraints
{∇+aα ,∇
+b
β } =
1
2
εαβε
baW++, {∇¯+aˆα˙, ∇¯
+
bˆβ
} =
1
2
εα˙β˙εbˆaˆW
++,
{∇+aα , , ∇¯
+
bˆβ
} = 0 (2.23)
where we use the linear relations
D+bβ W
++ = D¯+
bˆα˙
W++ = 0, D+aα θ
−b
β = −εαβε
ba, D¯+aˆα˙θ¯
−
bˆβ˙
= εα˙β˙εbˆaˆ. (2.24)
We define the on-shell harmonic covariant AB derivative
ev∂++aaˆ e
−v = ∇++aaˆ = D
++a
aˆ + V
++a
aˆ −
1
4
[(θ−aθ+aˆ ) + (θ¯
−
aˆ θ¯
+a)]W++ (2.25)
which contains the analytic prepotential and the Hermitian non-analytic term manifestly de-
pending on Grassmann coordinates θ in accordance with representation (2.21). We find that of
the harmonic transform in the N = 4 gauge theory and the corresponding harmonic transform
in the N = 3 gauge theory [2] have essentially different structures.
By the analogy with the trivial CB constraints (2.11), we analyze the following AB con-
straints:
[∇++aaˆ ,∇
+b
α ] = 0, [∇
++a
aˆ , ∇¯
+
bˆα˙
] = 0, (2.26)
[∇++aaˆ ,∇
++b
bˆ
] = 0 (2.27)
using the relations
D++aaˆ θ
−b
α = ε
abθ+aˆα, D
++a
aˆ θ¯
−
bˆα˙
= −εaˆbˆθ¯
+a
α˙ . (2.28)
The nonlinear consistency equations for these AB constraints have the form
I) dim. 1 : D++aaˆ W
++ = D++aaˆ W
++ + [V ++aaˆ ,W
++] = 0, (2.29)
dim. 0 : E(+4)ab = F (+4)ab + (θ¯+aθ¯+b)W++ = 0,
Eˆ
(+4)
aˆbˆ
= Fˆ
(+4)
aˆbˆ
+ (θ+aˆ θ
+
bˆ
)W++ = 0, (2.30)
5
and the last equations explicitly depend on the Grassmann coordinates. These equations con-
nect two analytic superfield strengths of different dimensions on the mass shell. The constraint
equations are covariant under the nonstandard N = 4 supersymmetry transformations
δǫW
++ = [(ǫkQ
k) + (ǫ¯kQ¯k)]W
++, (2.31)
δǫV
++a
aˆ = [(ǫkQ
k) + (ǫ¯kQ¯k)]V
++a
aˆ +
1
2
[(ǫ−aθ+aˆ ) + (ǫ¯
−
aˆ θ¯
+a)]W++, (2.32)
δǫFˆ
(+4)
aˆbˆ
= εab(D
++a
aˆ δǫV
++b
bˆ
−D++b
bˆ
δǫV
++a
aˆ ),
δǫEˆ
(+4)
aˆbˆ
= [(ǫkQ
k) + (ǫ¯kQ¯k)]Eˆ
(+4)
aˆbˆ
+
1
2
εab{[(ǫ
−bθ+
bˆ
) + (ǫ¯−
bˆ
θ¯+b)]D++aaˆ − [(ǫ
−aθ+aˆ ) + (ǫ¯
−
aˆ θ¯
+a)]D++b
bˆ
}W++. (2.33)
Using the component decompositions of the superfieldsW++ and V ++aaˆ from the next section
we can analyze equations (2.29) and (2.30) on the physical and auxiliary fields. In particular,
the field equations of the N = 4 supermultiplet are equivalent to the CB superfield equations
(2.6). All auxiliary fields in the superfields W++ and V ++aaˆ vanish on shell or are expresed in
terms of physical fields.
In the abelian case, the on-shell superfield constraints for the superfield W kl (2.6) are equiv-
alent to the following linear harmonic-superspace equations:
D+aα W
++ = D¯+aˆα˙W
++ = 0, D++aaˆ W
++ = 0, (2.34)
(W++)∼ = −W++. (2.35)
The simple HS reality constraint (2.35) uses the harmonic conditions
1
2
εijklεabu
+a
i u
+b
j = ε
aˆbˆu¯+kaˆ u¯
+l
bˆ
= −(εabu
+a
k u
+b
l )
∼ (2.36)
and guarantees the self-duality condition (2.4).
The AB superfield equation D++aaˆ W
++ = 0 gives free equations for the physical component
fields of the on-shell analytic superfield solution which contains the following structures of the
N = 4 gauge supermultiplet:
W++ → w++ ∼ U++[kl] φ
kl − 4iθ+α
bˆ
θ¯+bα˙b U
bbˆ
[kl]∂αα˙φ
kl
+[εbˆcˆθ+β
bˆ
u¯+kcˆ λkβ + iΘ
++αβ θ¯+bα˙u¯−kb ∂αα˙λkβ
+iΘ++αβ(∂αα˙A
α˙
β + ∂βα˙A
α˙
α)− c.c.] + . . . (2.37)
where φ[kl] is the real 6-component scalar field, Am is the abelian gauge field, and λkβ is
the spinor field. Here we use the notation for harmonic and Grassmann polynomials from
appendices. Similar equations and solution for the abelian real superfield W++ were considered
earlier in [12, 13, 14].
We note that the AB constraint equations of this section are not derived from the action
principle , the harmonic N = 4 transform (2.25) connects the central and analytic bases on the
mass shell.
6
3 Action of supergauge model in the harmonic N = 4 su-
perspace and component representation of equations
of motion
3.1 Superfield action with θ depending terms
We consider an alternative harmonic formalism of the N = 4 gauge theory off mass shell and
construct a gauge invariant and SU(4) invariant action (A-model) including the independent
analytic superfield W++ and the prepotential V ++aaˆ
A(W,V ) ∼
1
g2
∫
d(−8)ζduTr{W++[(θ+aˆθ+bˆ)Fˆ
(+4)
aˆbˆ
+ (θ¯+aθ¯+b)F
(+4)
ab +
1
2
W++(Θ+4 + Θ¯+4)]}(3.1)
where g is a coupling constant. The action A is also invariant under the Poincare group
transformations and the scale transformations. Each term of A explicitly depends on the
Grassmann coordinates θ+aˆ , θ¯
+a , so the N = 4 supersymmetry is broken.
Unconstrained analytic SU(n) superfields satisfy the conditions
[(W++)AB]
∼ = −(W++)BA , [(V
++a
bˆ
)AB]
∼ = (V ++baˆ )
B
A . (3.2)
Varying the action in the superfield V ++aaˆ gives us the equation
II) dim.0 : [εab(θ
+aˆθ+bˆ) + εaˆbˆ(θ¯+a θ¯
+
b )]D
++b
bˆ
W++ = 0 (3.3)
which is proportional to the covariant equation (2.29) and contains the θ depending multiplier
in the brackets.
Varying A in W++ we obtain the equation
II) dim.− 1 : (θ+aˆθ+bˆ)Fˆ
(+4)
aˆbˆ
+ (θ¯+aθ¯+b)F
(+4)
ab +W
++(Θ+4 + Θ¯+4)
= (θ+aˆθ+bˆ)Eˆ
(+4)
aˆbˆ
+ (θ¯+aθ¯+b)E
(+4)
ab = 0 (3.4)
which is a combination of two equations (2.30) with nilpotent θ coefficients.
Thus, these A-induced equations II are not equivalent but compatible with equations I
(2.29),(2.30). The component equations for physical fields are equivalent in both cases.
3.2 Component analysis of the A-model
We analyze the component decomposition of the imaginary analytic abelian gauge parameter
λ(ζ, u) = ia(xA) + U
k
l a
l
k(xA) + θ
+α
cˆ u
−cˆ
k β
k
α(xA) + θ¯
+cα˙u¯−kc β¯kα˙(xA)
+(θ+
bˆ
θ+cˆ )U
−−(bˆcˆ)
(kl) d
(kl)(xA)− (θ¯
+bθ¯+c)U˜
(kl)
(bc) d¯(kl)(xA) + iθ
+α
cˆ θ¯
+cα˙U−−cˆkcl b
l
kαα˙(xA)
+Θ++αβU−−[kl] c
[kl]
(αβ)(xA)− Θ¯
++α˙β˙U−−[kl] c¯
[kl]
(α˙β˙)
(xA) + . . . (3.5)
7
where all higher Grassmann and harmonic terms are omitted and the notation from appendices
is used. It is not difficult to consider the component decomposition of the harmonic derivative
term D++aaˆ λ (2.15) and construct the WZ-type gauge condition for the prepotential
(V ++aaˆ )WZ = v
++a
aˆ + V
++a
aˆ (3.6)
where v++aaˆ contains the standard N = 4 supermultiplet φ
[kl], Am, λkα, λ¯
k
α˙
v++aaˆ = −2θ
+α
aˆ θ¯
+aα˙Aαα˙ + φ
[kl][(θ+aˆ θ
+
cˆ )U
acˆ
[kl] + (θ¯
+aθ¯+c)Ucaˆ[kl]]
+(θ+aˆ θ
+
cˆ )θ¯
+aα˙u−cˆk λ¯
k
α˙ − (θ¯
+aθ¯+c)θ+αaˆ u¯
−k
c λkα, (3.7)
and V++aaˆ includes an infinite number of additional bosonic and fermionic component fields.
Note that the condition (v++aaˆ )
∼ = v++aaˆ gives us the reality of the vector field Am and the
self-duality of the scalar field φ¯[kl] =
1
2
εklijφ
[ij] using the self-duality of the neutral irreducible
harmonic Uaaˆ[ij] (A.25)
φ[kl][(θ+aˆ θ
+
cˆ )U
acˆ
[kl] + (θ¯
+aθ¯+c)Ucaˆ[kl]] = φ
[kl](θ+aˆ θ
+
cˆ )U
acˆ
[kl] + φ¯[kl](θ¯
+aθ¯+c)U˜
[kl]
aˆc . (3.8)
We calculate the standard part of the analytic superfield strength Fˆ+4
aˆbˆ
fˆ+4
aˆbˆ
= εab(D
++a
aˆ v
++b
bˆ
+D++a
bˆ
v++baˆ )
= 2iεabε
βα(θ+
bˆ
θ+aˆ )θ¯
+bβ˙ θ¯+aα˙(∂ββ˙Aαα˙ + ∂βα˙Aαβ˙)
+2εab(θ
+
aˆ θ
+
bˆ
)u+ak u
+b
l φ
[kl] − 2iεab(θ
+
bˆ
θ+aˆ )θ
+β
cˆ θ¯
+bβ˙u+ak u
−cˆ
l ∂ββ˙φ
[kl]
+2iεab(θ
+β
bˆ
u+kaˆ + θ
+β
aˆ u
+k
bˆ
)θ¯+bβ˙ θ¯+aα˙ θ¯
+cα˙u−lc ∂ββ˙φ¯[kl]
+2εabθ
+ρ
aˆ θ
+
ρbˆ
θ¯+aα˙u+bk λ¯
k
α˙ − 2iεab(θ
+
bˆ
θ+aˆ )θ
+β
cˆ θ¯
+bβ˙ θ¯+aα˙u−cˆk ∂ββ˙λ¯
k
α˙
+2iεba(θ
+
aˆ θ
+
bˆ
)θ¯+bβ˙ θ¯+aρ˙θ¯+cρ˙ u
−l
c ∂ββ˙λ
β
l . (3.9)
The conjugated quantity f (+4)ab includes φ¯[ij] =
1
2
εijklφ
[kl], λ¯kα˙ and the conjugated bispinor
field-strength Fαβ(A).
The prepotential contains additional terms with the lowest vector and tensor dimension-1
fields having pairs of SU(4) indices
θ+αaˆ θ¯
+cα˙Uakcl A
l
kαα˙ + θ
+α
cˆ θ¯
+aα˙U˜ cˆkaˆl A¯
l
kαα˙
+Θ++αβ[Uaaˆ(kl)B
(kl)
(αβ) + U˜
a(kl)
aˆ B(kl)(αβ)] + Θ¯
++α˙β˙[U˜
a(kl)
aˆ B¯(kl)(α˙β˙) + U
a
aˆ(kl)B¯
(kl)
(α˙β˙)
] (3.10)
and additional (dimension-3/2) fermionic fields
Θ
(+3)α
aˆ u¯
−akξkα +Θ
++
αβ θ¯
+aα˙u−aˆkρ
k(αβ)
α˙ + c.c. (3.11)
We study the lowest terms with the (dimension-2) auxiliary fields
Θ
(+3)α
aˆ θ¯
+aα˙U−−[kl] H
[kl]
αα˙ +Θ
(+3)α
aˆ θ¯
+cα˙U−−a(kl)c H(kl)αα˙
+Θ
(+3)α
cˆ θ¯
+cα˙[δacU
−−cˆ
aˆ(kl)H
(kl)
αα˙ + δ
cˆ
aˆU
−−a(kl)
c H(kl)αα˙]
+(θ+aˆ θ
+
cˆ )(θ¯
+aθ¯+c)U−−cˆkcl H
l
k +Θ
++
αβ (θ¯
+aθ¯+c)U−−kcaˆl H
l(αβ)
k
+Θ++αβ Θ¯
++
α˙β˙
U−−akaˆl H
l(αβ)(α˙β˙)
k + c.c. (3.12)
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The off-shell prepotential includes also an infinite number of auxiliary fields of different
dimensions with more than two SU(4) indices, for instance, the nontrivial dimensionless term
A
(ij)
[kl]U
++a[kl]
aˆ(ij) + c.c. (3.13)
The off-shell decomposition of the independent ∼-imaginary abelian superfield strength
contains independent component fields
W++ = U++[kl] F
[kl] + εbˆcˆθ+β
bˆ
u¯+kcˆ Λkβ − εbcθ¯
+bα˙u+ck Λ¯
k
α˙ + iΘ
++
αβ F
αβ + iΘ¯++
α˙β˙
F¯ α˙β˙
+θ+α
bˆ
θ¯+α˙b [U
bbˆ
[kl]W
[kl]
αα˙ + U
bbˆ
(kl)W
(kl)
αα˙ − U˜
bbˆ(kl)W¯(kl)αα˙] + (θ
+
bˆ
θ+cˆ)U˜kbˆcˆl V
l
k − (θ¯
+bθ¯+c )U
ck
bl V¯
l
k
+Θ++αβ θ¯
+bα˙u¯−kb R
(αβ)
kα˙ − θ
+α
bˆ
Θ¯++
α˙β˙
u−bˆk R¯
k(α˙β˙)
α +Θ
(+3)α
bˆ
u−bˆk P
k
α + Θ¯
(+3)bα˙u¯−kb P¯kα˙
+(Θ+4 + Θ¯+4)U−−[kl] T
[kl] +Θ++αβ (θ¯
+bθ¯+c)U˜
−−(kl)
bc T
(αβ)
(kl)
+Θ
(+3)α
bˆ
θ¯+bα˙U−−bˆkbl B
l
kαα˙ − θ
+α
bˆ
Θ¯(+3)bα˙U−−bˆkbl B¯
l
kαα˙ + . . . (3.14)
where higher Grassmann and harmonic terms are omitted. The fields F [kl], W
[kl]
αα˙ and T
[kl] are
self-dual by construction.
We stress that the nilpotency of the Grassmann coordinates yields the cancellation of some
higher component terms in the combinations W++(θ+aˆθ+bˆ)Fˆ
(+4)
aˆbˆ
, Θ+4(W++)2, . . . from the
action A.
The abelian version of eq. (3.3) gives us algebraic restrictions for the infinite supermultiplet
(3.14)
V kl = 0, T
[kl] = 0, P kα = 0, . . . (3.15)
and differential constraints
∂α˙βFαβ = 0, ∂
α˙βΛkβ = 0, W
[kl]
αα˙ = −4i∂αβ˙F
[kl],
∂α˙αW
[kl]
αα˙ = 0, Rk(αβ)α˙ = i∂(αα˙Λkβ), . . . (3.16)
All auxiliary fields in W++ vanish or are expressed via the basic fields Fαβ, F
[kl], Λkβ on the
mass shell, and these basic fields form the N = 4 multiplet of auxiliary field-strengths and
satisfy the free equations of motion.
In the abelian case, eq. (3.4) yields relations between the physical and auxiliary field-
strengths and also the restrictions for auxiliary fields in V ++aaˆ and W
++
F [kl] ∼ φ[kl], Fαβ ∼ ∂αα˙A
α˙
β + ∂βα˙A
α˙
α, (3.17)
A
(ij)
[kl] = 0, A
l
kαα˙ = 0, B
(kl)
(αβ) = 0,
ρk(αβ)α˙ = 0, . . . (3.18)
Compairing two equations we obtain the free equations for the physical fields φ[kl], Am and λkα
in the abelian case, and all auxiliary fields vanish or are expressed via the physical fields on the
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mass shell. The non-abelian nonlinear equations (3.3) and (3.4) preserve gauge covariance of
the algebraic and differential constraints. Excluding the auxiliary fields we obtain the standard
N = 4 Yang-Mills equations for the physical component fields.
The proof of consistency of the abelian component action in the A-model and its gauge
invariance are sufficient for the proof of consistency of the corresponding nonabelian component
action. The possible superfield quantization of the A-model will be discussed elsewhere.
4 Nonlinear interactions in the abelian N = 4 gauge the-
ory
We consider the bilinear component electromagnetic terms from the abelian version A0 of the
action (3.1)
1
64
[F αβFαβ + 4F
αβ(∂αβ˙A
β˙
β + ∂ββ˙A
β˙
α) + c.c], (4.1)
F 2 = F αβFαβ , F¯
2 = F¯ α˙β˙F¯α˙β˙. (4.2)
Excluding auxiliary fields Fαβ and F¯α˙β˙ we obtain the standard electromagnetic Lagrangian
−1
4
(∂mAn− ∂nAm)
2. Excluding of other auxiliary fields in the component version of the action
A0 yields the standard abelian action of the physical N = 4 fields.
The N = 4 supersymmetric fourth-order interaction of the abelian harmonic superfield
S4 = N1f
2
∫
d(−8)ζdu(W++)4 (4.3)
contains the coupling constant f of a dimension −2 and some normalization factor N1 . This
term describes the simplest effective interaction by analogy with the nonlinear abelian N = 3
gauge model [6]. In particular, this superfield term yields the component interaction
L4 ∼ f
2F 2F¯ 2 (4.4)
and similar fourth-order interactions for other auxiliary component fields. The simplest N = 4
effective action A0 + S4 describes nonpolynomial interactions of physical fields, if we exclude
auxiliary fields. We see that auxiliary fields play the important role in the study of effective
interactions of N = 4 supermultplets.
By analogy with [6], we can construct the U(1) neutral analytic superfield A of a dimension
8
A = N2D
+4D¯+4[(D−−aˆa D
−−a
aˆ )
4(W++)4]. (4.5)
We choose the constant N2 by the normalization condition of the component decomposition
A = F 2F¯ 2 + . . . (4.6)
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where all other terms are omitted. The nonlinear interaction of the superfield W++ is defined
by an arbitrary dimensionless function of this analytic superfield
S(W ) = f 2
∫
d(−8)ζdu(W++)4E(f 4A)
= f 2
∫
d(−8)ζdu(W++)4[N1 + e1f
4A+ e2f
8A2 + . . .] (4.7)
where e1, e2, ... are some constants.
We stress that the superfield interaction S(W ) generates consistent equations in combination
with the bilinear abelian action A0 (3.1). Varying V
++a
aˆ gives the linear eq. (3.3), and varying
W++ leads to a nonlinear generalization of eq. (3.4). Excluding the auxiliary fields of W++
from the component decomposition of these superfield interactions we obtain nonlinear effective
interactions of the physical N = 4 supermultiplet. These interactions describe possible quantum
corrections to the N = 4 classical action.
5 Inconsistencies of the manifestly covariant model in
harmonic superspace
We analyze the simplest superfield invariant of the gauge and superconformal groups using the
gauge prepotential V ++aaˆ
S =
∫
d(−8)ζduTr[F (+4)abF
(+4)
ab + Fˆ
(+4)
aˆbˆ
Fˆ (+4)aˆbˆ] (5.1)
as an action of some gauge theory (S-model)1.
Varying the prepotential V ++a
bˆ
we obtain the equation of motion of the S-model
D++aaˆFˆ+4
bˆaˆ
+D++
bbˆ
F+4ab = 0. (5.2)
The abelian version of this equation has the form
εceD
++aaˆ(D++eaˆ V
++c
bˆ
−D++c
bˆ
V ++eaˆ ) + ε
cˆeˆD++
bbˆ
(D++aeˆ V
++b
cˆ −D
++b
cˆ V
++a
eˆ )
= 2D++
cbˆ
D++acˆV ++ccˆ −D
++c
cˆ D
++cˆ
c V
++a
bˆ
= 0. (5.3)
It is easy to analyze the component decomposition of the superfield abelian action and
equation of motion. The standard component fields from v++aaˆ (3.7) have the reasonable in-
teractions. The additional dimension-1 fields (3.10) satisfy dynamical differential equations
of motion, however, we do not find additional gauge symmetries for interactions of unusual
vector fields Aklαα˙ and tensor fields B
(kl)
(αβ) in this S-model. We know that the gauge invariance
δAklαα˙ = ∂αα˙Λ
k
l is necessary for a consistent description of the free massless vector field with
a positive energy, and similar gauge invariance is important for tensor fields. Thus, the com-
ponent decomposition of the covariant superfield action is inconsistent at the bilinear level for
these unusual fields. We conclude that the manifestly covariant superfield action S describes
the inconsistent gauge field interaction of the standard N = 4 supermultiplet with additional
bosonic and fermionic fields.
1 Similar invariant actions were considered in the USp(4) harmonic superspace formalism [17].
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6 Conclusions
We reformulate the superfield constraints of the N = 4 gauge theory [1] in the formalism
of the U8 harmonic superspace H(4 + 8|8). In the nonabelian case, the harmonic-superspace
equations connect the independent dimension-1 harmonic superfieldW++ and the dimensionless
gauge prepotential V ++aaˆ . These superfield equations I explicitly depend on the Grassmann
coordinates, although they are covariant with respect to deformed N = 4 supersymmetry
transformations of prepotentials.
We use the unconstrained superfields W++ and V ++aaˆ in the nonabelian superfield action A.
This action explicitly depends on the Grassmann coordinates, although the SU(4) automor-
phism symmetry is preserved. At the field-component level, the action A describes interactions
of two infinite-dimensional N = 4 supermultiplets. The A-model equations of motion II are
compatible with the harmonic-superspace constraint equations. On mass shell, all auxiliary
fields vanish or are expressed in terms of the physical N = 4 fields φ[kl], Am and λkα.
Possible quantum corrections in the N = 4 theory are described by the nonlinear effective
interaction of the superfield W++.
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Appendix A. SU(4)/SU(2) × SU(2) × U(1) harmonic coset
space
A.1 Harmonic variables and harmonic derivatives
We use the harmonics parameterizing the 8 dimensional coset space U8 = G/H
u+ak , u
−aˆ
k (A.1)
where G = SU(4), H = SUL(2) × SUR(2) × U(1), k = 1, 2, 3, 4 is the spinor index of SU(4),
a = 1, 2 describe the SUL(2) doublet and aˆ = 1ˆ, 2ˆ corresponds to the SUR(2) doublet, and ±
are charges of U(1). They form an SU(4) matrix and are covariant under the independent G
and H transformations.
The Hermitian conjugation of the harmonic matrix SU(4) gives us the conjugated harmonics
u+ak = u¯
−k
a , u
−aˆ
k = u¯
+k
aˆ . (A.2)
The harmonics satisfy the following basic relations [9] :
u+ai u¯
−i
b = δ
a
b , u
+a
i u¯
+i
bˆ
= 0, (A.3)
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u−aˆi u¯
+i
bˆ
= δaˆ
bˆ
, u−aˆi u¯
−i
b = 0 , (A.4)
u+ai u¯
−k
a + u
−aˆ
i u¯
+k
aˆ = δ
k
i , (A.5)
εijklu+ai u
+b
j u
−aˆ
k u
−bˆ
l = ε
abεaˆbˆ . (A.6)
The special ∼-conjugation for these harmonics and other quantities preserves U(1) charge
and changes indices of two SU(2) subgroups
(u+ai )
∼ = −u¯+iaˆ , (u
−aˆ
i )
∼ = −u¯−ia , (ε
ab) = εbˆaˆ,
(u¯−ia )
∼ = −u−aˆi , (u¯
+i
aˆ )
∼ = −u+ai , (A.7)
it is consistent with the basic harmonic relations. Note that our convention of ∼-conjugation
uses an additional sign − in comparison with [9].
The U(1) neutral SU(4)-invariant harmonic derivatives
∂ab = u
+a
i ∂
−i
b − u¯
−i
b ∂¯
+a
i −
1
2
δab (u
+f
i ∂
−i
f − u¯
−i
f ∂¯
+f
i ), (A.8)
∂ˆaˆ
bˆ
= u−aˆi ∂
+i
bˆ
− u¯+i
bˆ
∂¯−aˆi −
1
2
δaˆ
bˆ
(u−fˆi ∂
+i
fˆ
− u¯+i
fˆ
∂¯−fˆi ), (A.9)
∂0 = u+fi ∂
−i
f − u¯
−i
f ∂¯
+f
i + u¯
+i
fˆ
∂¯−fˆi − u
−fˆ
i ∂
+i
fˆ
(A.10)
contain partial harmonic derivatives
∂−ib =
∂
∂u+bi
, ∂+i
bˆ
=
∂
∂u−bˆi
, ∂¯−bˆi =
∂
∂u¯+i
bˆ
, ∂¯+bi =
∂
∂u¯−ib
. (A.11)
These neutral harmonic derivatives satisfy the SUL(2)× SUR(2)× U(1) Lie algebra.
The eight charged coset harmonic derivatives
∂++a
bˆ
= u+ai ∂
+i
bˆ
− u¯+i
bˆ
∂¯+ai , (A.12)
∂−−aˆb = u
−aˆ
i ∂
−i
b − u¯
−i
b ∂¯
−aˆ
i . (A.13)
satisfy the SU(4) Lie algebra
[∂++aaˆ , ∂
−−bˆ
b ] = ∂
a
b δ
bˆ
aˆ − ∂ˆ
bˆ
aˆδ
a
b +
1
2
δab δ
bˆ
aˆ∂
0 , (A.14)
[∂bc , ∂
++a
aˆ ] = δ
a
c ∂
++b
aˆ −
1
2
δbc∂
++a
aˆ , [∂
bˆ
cˆ , ∂
++a
aˆ ] = −δ
bˆ
aˆ∂
++a
cˆ +
1
2
δbˆcˆ∂
++a
aˆ ,
[∂bc , ∂
−−aˆ
a ] = −δ
b
a∂
−−aˆ
c +
1
2
δbc∂
−−aˆ
a , [∂
bˆ
cˆ , ∂
−−aˆ
a ] = δ
aˆ
cˆ ∂
−−bˆ
cˆ −
1
2
δbˆcˆ∂
−−aˆ
a ,
[∂0, ∂
++a
aˆ ] = 2∂
++a
aˆ , [∂0, ∂
−−aˆ
a ] = −2∂
−−aˆ
a . (A.15)
The special Hermitian conjugation is defined for the harmonic derivatives
(∂+i
bˆ
)† = ∂¯+bi , (∂
−i
b )
† = ∂¯−bˆi , (A.16)
(∂ab )
† = ∂ˆ bˆaˆ, (∂
0)† = −∂0, (∂++a
bˆ
)† = ∂++baˆ , (∂
−−aˆ
b )
† = ∂−−bˆa , (A.17)
(∂++a
bˆ
f)∼ = [∂++a
bˆ
, f ]† = −∂++baˆ f˜ , (∂
a
b f)
∼ = [∂ab , f ]
† = −∂ˆ bˆaˆf˜ (A.18)
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where f and f˜ are the ∼-conjugated harmonic functions.
These ∼-conjugation rules are compatible with the following formulas:
∂ab u
+c
i = u
+a
i δ
c
b −
1
2
δabu
+c
i , ∂
a
b u¯
−i
c = −u¯
−i
b δ
a
c +
1
2
u¯−ic δ
a
b ,
∂ˆaˆ
bˆ
u−cˆi = u
−aˆ
i δ
cˆ
bˆ
−
1
2
δaˆ
bˆ
u+cˆi , ∂ˆ
aˆ
bˆ
u¯+icˆ = −u¯
+i
bˆ
δaˆcˆ +
1
2
u¯+icˆ δ
aˆ
bˆ
, (A.19)
∂0u+ci = u
+c
i , ∂
0u¯−ic = −u¯
−i
c , ∂
0u−cˆi = −u
−cˆ
i , ∂
0u¯+icˆ = u¯
+i
cˆ ,
∂++a
bˆ
u¯−ic = −δ
a
c u¯
+i
bˆ
, ∂++a
bˆ
u−cˆi = δ
cˆ
bˆ
u+ai ,
∂−−aˆb u
+c
i = δ
c
bu
−aˆ
i , ∂
−−aˆ
b u¯
+i
cˆ = −δ
aˆ
cˆ u¯
−i
b . (A.20)
A.2 Irreducible harmonic combinations
We study irreducible in SU(4) and SUL(2)×SUR(2) group indices combinations of the harmonic
coordinates with diferent U(1) charge q
• q = 0 harmonics
We consider the bilinear traceless neutral combinations of harmonics
Ukl = u
+b
l u¯
−k
b − u¯
+k
bˆ
u−bˆl = −(U
l
k)
∼, Ukl U
l
j = δ
k
j . (A.21)
The completely traceless Hermitian neutral combination with four SU(4) indices
U ikjl =
1
4
Ukl U
i
j +
1
60
δkl δ
i
j −
1
15
δkj δ
i
l = (U
jl
ik)
∼ (A.22)
has the combined symmetry U ikjl = U
ki
lj .
The simplest bilinear combinations with SUL(2)× SUR(2) indices have the form
Uaaˆ[ij] =
1
2
u+ai u
−aˆ
j −
1
2
u+aj u
−aˆ
i , U
aaˆ
(ij) =
1
2
u+ai u
−aˆ
j +
1
2
u+aj u
−aˆ
i , (A.23)
U˜
[ij]
aaˆ = (U
aaˆ
[ij])
∼, U˜
(ij)
aaˆ = (U
aaˆ
(ij))
∼. (A.24)
We consider the important U(1) neutral self-duality relation connecting conjugated har-
monics
Uaaˆ[ij] =
1
2
εijklε
abεaˆbˆU˜
[kl]
bbˆ
. (A.25)
Note that the determinant condition (A.6) follows from this relation.
The double traceless bilinear neutral combinations
Uakbl = u
+a
l u¯
−k
b −
1
2
δabu
+e
l u¯
−k
e , U˜
bˆl
aˆk = (U
ak
bl )
∼ (A.26)
satisfy the relations Uakbl U
j
k = U
aj
bl = U
aj
k U
k
l . We can construct the traceless combination
with four SU(4) indices.
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• q = 1 harmonics
We construct the traceless combination with three SU(4) indices
U+aijl =
1
2
u+aj u
+b
l u¯
−i
b −
2
30
δiju
+a
l −
7
30
δilu
+a
j = U
ik
lj u
+a
k (A.27)
and the conjugated combination U˜+jlaˆi = (U
+al
jl )
∼.
• q = 2 harmonics
The q = 2 charged self-duality condition
1
2
εklijU++[ij] = U˜
++[kl] (A.28)
connects the corresponding combinations of harmonics
U++[ij] = εabu
+a
i u
+b
j , U˜
++[ij] = εcˆeˆu¯+icˆ u¯
+j
eˆ = −(U
++
[ij] )
∼. (A.29)
We consider the bilinear combinations with two SU(4) indices
U
++(ab)
(ij) =
1
2
(u+ai u
+b
j + u
+b
i u
+a
j ), U˜
++(ij)
(aˆbˆ)
=
1
2
(u¯+iaˆ u¯
+j
bˆ
+ u¯+i
bˆ
u¯+jaˆ ), (A.30)
U++bj
bˆi
= u+bi u¯
+j
bˆ
. (A.31)
We calculate the harmonic derivative of neutral harmonics
∂++aaˆ U
k
l = −2U
++ak
aˆl , (A.32)
∂++aaˆ U
bbˆ
[ij] =
1
2
δbˆaˆε
abU++[ij] , (A.33)
∂++aaˆ U
bbˆ
(ij) = δ
bˆ
aˆU
++(ab)
(ij) , ∂
++a
aˆ U˜
(ij)
bbˆ
= −δab U˜
++(ij)
(aˆbˆ)
, (A.34)
∂++aaˆ U
bk
cl = −δ
a
cu
+b
l u¯
+k
aˆ +
1
2
δbcu
+a
l u¯
+k
bˆ
,
∂++aaˆ U˜
cˆl
bˆk
= δcˆaˆu
+a
k u¯
+l
bˆ
−
1
2
δcˆ
bˆ
u+ak u¯
+l
aˆ . (A.35)
The traceless combinations with four SU(4) indices have the form
U
++a(jl)
aˆ(ik) = ∂
++a
aˆ U
(jl)
(ik), U
++a[jl])
aˆ[ik] = ∂
++a
aˆ U
[jl]
[ik], (A.36)
U
++a[jl]
aˆ(ik) =
1
4
(U++ajaˆi U
l
k + U
++aj
aˆk U
l
i − U
++al
aˆi U
j
k − U
++al
aˆk U
j
i )
+
1
8
(δjkU
++al
aˆi + δ
j
iU
++al
aˆk − δ
l
iU
++aj
aˆk − δ
l
kU
++aj
aˆi ). (A.37)
Note that the harmonic U
++a[jl]
aˆ(ik) cannot be presented as a total ∂
++a
aˆ derivative of a neu-
tral harmonic.
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• q = −1 harmonics
We construct the traceless combination with three SU(4) indices
U−jkbl =
1
2
u¯−jb u
+c
l u¯
−k
c −
2
30
δjl u¯
−k
b −
7
30
δkl u¯
−j
b (A.38)
and the conjugated combination.
• q = −2 harmonics
The q = −2 charged self-duality condition
1
2
εklijU−−[ij] = U˜
−−[kl] (A.39)
connects the corresponding combinations of harmonics
U−−[ij] = εaˆbˆu
−aˆ
i u
−bˆ
j , U˜
−−[ij] = εceu¯−ic u¯
−j
e = −(U
−−
[ij] )
∼,
εijklU−−[ij] U
++
[kl] = 4. (A.40)
We use the relation
∂++aaˆ U
−−
[ij] = 2εaˆbˆU
abˆ
[ij]. (A.41)
We consider the bilinear combinations with two SU(4) indices and two doublet indices
U
−−(aˆbˆ)
(ij) =
1
2
(u−aˆi u
−bˆ
j + u
−bˆ
i u
−aˆ
j ), U˜
−−(ij)
(ab) =
1
2
(u¯−ia u¯
−j
b + u¯
−i
b u¯
−j
a ), (A.42)
U−−aˆjai = u
−aˆ
i u¯
−j
a (A.43)
satisfying the relations
∂++aaˆ U
−−(cˆbˆ)
(ij) =
1
2
δcˆaˆ(u
+a
i u
−bˆ
j + u
−bˆ
i u
+a
j ) +
1
2
δbˆaˆ(u
−cˆ
i u
+a
j + u
+a
i u
−cˆ
j ), (A.44)
∂++aaˆ U
−−bˆj
bi = δ
bˆ
aˆ(u
+a
i u¯
−j
b −
1
2
δabu
+c
i u¯
−j
c )− δ
a
b (u
−bˆ
i u¯
+j
aˆ −
1
2
δbˆaˆu
−cˆ
i u¯
+j
cˆ )
+
1
2
δab δ
bˆ
aˆ(u
+c
i u¯
−j
c − u
−cˆ
i u¯
+j
cˆ ) =
1
2
δab δ
bˆ
aˆU
j
i + δ
bˆ
aˆU
aj
bi − δ
a
b U˜
bˆj
aˆi . (A.45)
Appendix B. SU(4)/SU(2)× SU(2)× U(1) harmonic super-
space
B.1 Analytic basis
We use the N = 4 superspace R(4|16) with 4 space-time and 8+8 spinor coordinates
z = (xm, θαk , θ¯
kα˙)
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where k = 1, 2, 3, 4 is the SU(4) index, m = 0, 1, 2, 3 is the vector index and α, α˙ are the
SL(2, C) spinor indices. The supersymmetry transformations have the form
δxm = −i(ǫkσ
mθ¯k) + i(θkσ
mǫ¯k), δθαk = ǫ
α
k , δθ¯
kα˙ = ǫ¯kα˙. (B.1)
Spinor derivatives satisfy the relations
{Dkα, D
l
β} = 0, {D¯kα˙, D¯lβ˙} = 0,
{Dkα, D¯lα˙} = −2iδ
k
l (σ
m)αα˙∂m = −2iδ
k
l ∂αα˙. (B.2)
We construct the analytic coordinates ζ = (xm
A
, θ+αaˆ , θ¯
+aα˙) in the U8 harmonic superspace
H(4 + 8|8)
xm
A
= xm − i(θ−a σ
mθ¯+a) + i(θ+aˆ σ
mθ¯−aˆ), (B.3)
δǫx
m
A
= 2i(θ+aˆ σ
mǫ¯−aˆ)− 2i(ǫ−a σ
mθ¯+a), (B.4)
θ+αaˆ = θ
α
i u¯
+i
aˆ , θ¯
+aα˙ = θ¯iα˙u+ai = −(θ
+α
aˆ )
∼. (B.5)
The Grassmann-analytic superfields λ(ζ, u) are defined in the analytic superspace. We add also
the nonanalytic spinor coordinates in the analytic basis (AB)
θ−αa = θ
α
i u¯
−i
a , θ¯
−aˆα˙ = θ¯iα˙u−aˆi = −(θ
−α
a )
∼, (θ−aα)∼ = θ¯−α˙aˆ . (B.6)
We consider bilinear products of spinor coordinates
θ+αaˆ θ
+β
bˆ
=
1
2
εβα(θ+aˆ θ
+
bˆ
) +
1
2
εaˆbˆΘ
++αβ, (B.7)
Θ++αβ = εbˆaˆθ+αaˆ θ
+β
bˆ
, (B.8)
Θ++αβ(θ+aˆ θ
+
bˆ
) = 0 (B.9)
and analogous relations for conjugated quantities
θ¯+aα˙θ¯+bβ˙ =
1
2
εα˙β˙(θ¯+aθ¯+b) +
1
2
εabΘ¯++α˙β˙, (B.10)
Θ¯++α˙β˙ = (Θ++αβ)∼ = εbaθ¯
+aα˙θ¯+bβ˙. (B.11)
The third degree relations read
Θ
(+3)α
aˆ = (θ
+
aˆ θ
+
bˆ
)θ+bˆα = εcˆbˆθ+aˆβθ
+β
bˆ
θ+αcˆ = θ
+
aˆβΘ
++(βα), (B.12)
(θ+aˆ θ
+
bˆ
)θ+αcˆ =
1
3
εcˆaˆΘ
(+3)α
bˆ
+
1
3
εcˆbˆΘ
(+3)α
aˆ , (B.13)
θ+αaˆ Θ
++βρ =
1
3
εαβΘ
(+3)ρ
aˆ +
1
3
εαρΘ
(+3)β
aˆ , (B.14)
Θ¯(+3)aα˙ = −(Θ
(+3)α
aˆ )
∼ = (θ¯+aθ¯+b)θ¯+α˙b . (B.15)
θ+αaˆ θ¯
+aα˙θ+β
bˆ
=
1
2
[εαβ(θ+aˆ θ
+
bˆ
)− εaˆbˆΘ
++αβ ]θ¯+aα˙. (B.16)
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We consider the 4th degree relations
Θ+4 = (θ+aˆ θ
+
bˆ
)(θ+aˆθ+bˆ) = Θ++αβΘ++αβ , (B.17)
(θ+aˆ θ
+
bˆ
)(θ+eˆ θ
+
cˆ ) =
1
6
(εaˆeˆεbˆcˆ + εbˆeˆεaˆcˆ)Θ
+4, (B.18)
Θ
(+3)α
aˆ θ
+β
cˆ =
1
2
εbˆeˆεβα(θ+aˆ θ
+
bˆ
)(θ+eˆ θ
+
cˆ ) =
1
2
εαβεaˆcˆΘ
+4, (B.19)
. Θ¯+4 = (θ¯+aˆθ¯+b)(θ¯+a θ¯
+
b ) = Θ¯
++α˙β˙Θ¯++
α˙β˙
. (B.20)
We use the spinor derivatives in the analytic basis
D+bα = ∂
+b
α , D¯
+
bˆα˙
= −∂¯+
bˆα˙
, (B.21)
D−aˆα = ∂
−aˆ
α + 2iθ¯
−aˆα˙∂Aαα˙, D¯
−
bα˙ = −∂¯
−
bα˙ − 2iθ
−α
b ∂
A
αα˙, (B.22)
∂+bα =
∂
∂θ−αb
, ∂−aˆα =
∂
∂θ+αaˆ
, ∂¯+
bˆα˙
=
∂
∂θ¯−bˆα˙
, ∂¯−bα˙ =
∂
∂θ¯+bα˙
,
∂Aαα˙ = (σ
m)αα˙
∂
∂xm
A
. (B.23)
The CR harmonic derivative in AB
D++b
bˆ
= ∂++b
bˆ
+ 2iθ+β
bˆ
θ¯+bβ˙∂A
ββ˙
− θ+β
bˆ
∂+bβ + θ¯
+bβ˙∂¯+
bˆβ˙
= (D++b
bˆ
)†, (B.24)
preserves analyticity
[D++b
bˆ
, D+aα ] = 0, [D
++b
bˆ
, D¯+aˆα˙] = 0. (B.25)
We also define the nonanalytic and neutral harmonic derivatives in AB
D−−aˆb = ∂
−−aˆ
b − 2i(θ
−
b σ
mθ¯−aˆ)∂Am − θ
−α
b ∂
−aˆ
α + θ¯
−aˆα˙∂¯−bα˙, (B.26)
D0 = ∂0 + θ+αaˆ ∂
−aˆ
α + θ¯
+aα˙∂¯−aα˙ − θ
−α
a ∂
+a
α − θ¯
−aˆα˙∂¯+aˆα˙, (B.27)
Dab = ∂
a
b + θ¯
+aα˙∂¯−bα˙ −
1
2
δab θ¯
+cα˙∂¯−cα˙ − θ
−α
b ∂
+a
α +
1
2
δab θ
−α
c ∂
+c
α , (B.28)
Dˆaˆ
bˆ
= ∂aˆ
bˆ
− θ+α
bˆ
∂−aˆα +
1
2
δaˆ
bˆ
θ+αcˆ ∂
−cˆ
α + θ¯
−aˆα˙∂¯+
bˆα˙
−
1
2
δaˆ
bˆ
θ¯−cˆα˙∂¯+cˆα˙. (B.29)
The integral measure in the analytic superspace has the form
dζ (−8) = d4xAD
−4D¯−4, (B.30)
D−4 =
1
24
(D−aˆD−bˆ)(D−aˆ D
−
bˆ
), D¯−4 =
1
24
(D¯−aD¯−b)(D¯−a D¯
−
b ),
D−4Θ+4 = 1, D¯−4Θ¯+4 = 1. (B.31)
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B.2 Superconformal transformations in analytic basis
The even and odd parameters of the N = 4 superconformal group SU(2, 2|4) are
b, ωαβ , λ
k
l , ǫ
α
k , ǫ¯
kα˙, ηkα, η¯α˙k . (B.32)
We start from the superconformal transformations of harmonics
δscu
+a
l = −Λ
++a
bˆ
u−bˆl , δscu¯
+k
aˆ = −(δscu
+a
l )
∼ = Λ++baˆ u¯
−k
b , (B.33)
δu−aˆk = 0, δu¯
−k
aˆ = 0 (B.34)
where the composite parameter
Λ++aaˆ = 2iθ
+β
aˆ θ¯
+aβ˙kββ˙ + 2iu¯
+k
aˆ u
+a
l λ
l
k − 2iθ¯
+aβ˙ u¯+kaˆ η¯kβ˙ + 2iθ
+β
aˆ u
+a
k η
k
β = −(Λ
++a
aˆ )
∼ (B.35)
satisfies the conditions
D++b
bˆ
Λ++aaˆ = 0, D
c
bΛ
++a
aˆ = δ
a
bΛ
++c
aˆ −
1
2
δcbΛ
++a
aˆ , Dˆ
cˆ
bˆ
Λ++aaˆ = −δ
cˆ
aˆΛ
++c
aˆ +
1
2
δcˆ
bˆ
Λ++aaˆ . (B.36)
These transformations preserve the basic relations for harmonics (A.3)-(A.6). The supercon-
formal transformations of the analytic coordinates have the form
δsc θ
+α
aˆ =
1
2
bθ+αaˆ + ω
α
βθ
+β
aˆ + θ
+β
aˆ kββ˙x
β˙α
A − 2iu¯
+l
aˆ u
−bˆ
j θ
+α
bˆ
λjl
+ǫαk u¯
+k
aˆ + u¯
+j
aˆ x
β˙α
A η¯jβ˙ + 2iθ
+β
aˆ θ
+α
bˆ
u−bˆj η
j
β, (B.37)
δsc θ¯
+aα˙ =
1
2
bθ¯+aα˙ + ω¯α˙
β˙
θ¯+aβ˙ + θ¯+aβ˙kββ˙x
α˙β
A + 2iu¯
−j
b u
+a
l θ¯
+bβ˙λlj
+ǫ¯kα˙u+ak + u
+a
j x
α˙β
A η
j
β − 2iθ¯
+bα˙θ¯+aβ˙u¯−jb η¯jβ˙ = −(δsc θ
+α
aˆ )
∼, (B.38)
δsc x
α˙α
A = c
α˙α + bxα˙αA + ω
α
βx
α˙β
A + ω¯
α˙
β˙
xβ˙αA + x
α˙β
A kββ˙x
β˙α
A − 4θ
+α
bˆ
θ¯+bα˙u¯−jb u
−bˆ
k λ
k
j
+2iθ+α
bˆ
ǫ¯kα˙u−bˆk + 2iθ¯
+bα˙ǫαk u¯
−k
b + 2iθ¯
+bα˙u¯−jb η¯jβ˙x
β˙α
A + 2iθ
+α
bˆ
u−bˆj x
α˙β
A η
j
β. (B.39)
Using the complex conjugation of harmonics (A.2) and the corresponding conjugation of other
AB coordinates
θ+αaˆ = θ¯
−aˆα˙, θ¯+aα˙ = θ−αa , x
m
A = x
m
A + 2i(θ
−σmθ¯+a)− 2i(θ+aˆ σ
mθ¯−aˆ) (B.40)
we can obtain superconformal transformations of the spinor coordinates with negative charges,
for instance,
δsc θ
−α
a = δsc θ¯
+aα˙ =
1
2
bθ−αa + ω
α
βθ
−β
a + θ
−β
a kββ˙[x
β˙α
A + 2iθ
−α
a θ¯
+aβ˙ − 2iθ+αaˆ θ¯
−aˆβ˙]
−2iu+bj u¯
−l
a θ
−β
b λ
j
l + ǫ
α
k u¯
−k
a + u¯
−j
a [x
α˙β
A + 2iθ
−β
a θ¯
+aα˙ − 2iθ+βaˆ θ¯
−aˆα˙]η¯jβ˙
+2iθ−βa θ
−α
b u
+b
j η
j
β . (B.41)
We obtain the superconformal transformations of the harmonic derivatives
δscD
++a
aˆ = Λ
++a
bˆ
Dbˆaˆ − Λ
++b
aˆ D
a
b −
1
2
Λ++aaˆ D
0, (B.42)
δscD
−−bˆ
b = −(D
−−bˆ
b Λ
++c
cˆ )D
−−cˆ
c , δsc[D
++a
aˆ , D
−−bˆ
b ] = 0. (B.43)
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